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Global Luxury Trends
2012-12-04

the rise of emerging market luxury brands digital and online innovations and growth in consumption globally has opened the doors for seasoned luxury houses and new
players to expand their horizons this book charts the trends that are shaping the luxury industry particularly the rise of the luxury industry in asia and emerging markets

The Luxury Market in Brazil
2014-06-12

the luxury market in brazil provides a holistic and practitioners approach to luxury marketing in brazil the book analyses the key challenges and opportunities facing
luxury brands while providing an insight into the skills and competencies to develop and implement effective luxury marketing strategies that are specific to the market
in question

The Road to Luxury
2015-01-28

a thorough comprehensive guide to the luxury goods industry for executives entrepreneurs and students interested to know about the luxury business as key new luxury
markets like asia latin america and africa continue to expand the road to luxury the evolution markets and strategies of luxury brand management gives professionals
interested in the industry a holistic understanding of luxury market dynamics around the world using stories experiences relevant data and statistics on current market
trends for investors the book offers valuable insight on where the industry is headed for industry insiders and executives it presents valuable data with which to craft
successful business strategies the definitive insider s guide to the luxury sector by leading figures in the field includes rigorous academic data including information on
the business attractiveness and appropriateness of various country markets examines strategies and success factors of key players and insight into the systems and
operations retail distribution and e commerce emerging markets and emerging brands as well as management styles for professionals in the luxury industry as well as
those studying it or investing in it the road to luxury presents a complete and information packed resource covering virtually every aspect of this growing sector

Global Luxury
2017-10-05
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this book explores the luxury industry and how it has undoubtedly been one of the fastest growing sectors since the 1970s and one in which europe has managed to
strengthen its competitiveness in the world market while many aspects of globalization remain abstract and intangible the luxury industry has created markets where
previously there were none by educating japanese about the history of french handbags chinese about the finest wines and setting global standards for an elite
inspirational lifestyle in this edited volume a wide range of scholars comes together to analyze the history of the business and the innovations in management and
marketing that have emerged from it invaluable for scholars industry figures and dilettantes alike it will define the field of study for years to come

Global Marketing Strategies for the Promotion of Luxury Goods
2016-03-31

vast markets for high symbolic value goods serve as an expansive worldwide arena where luxury brands and products compete for consumer attention as global luxury
markets have grown and continue to grow uncovering successful methods for maintaining brand image and consumer desire is critical to the success of high end brands
global marketing strategies for the promotion of luxury goods explores the latest promotional trends business models and challenges within the luxury goods market
focusing on strategies for achieving competitive advantage new market development as well as the role of the media in luxury brand building this timely reference
publication is designed for use by business professionals researchers and graduate level students

Luxury Marketing
2012-11-10

the luxury market has transformed from its traditional conspicuous consumption model to a new experiential luxury sensibility that is marked by a change in how
consumers define luxury in a global context it is crucial to understand why consumers buy luxury what they believe luxury is and how their perception of luxury value
impacts their buying behavior this handbook aims to provide a holistic approach to luxury marketing with respect to the characteristics and the key challenges and
opportunities of luxury brand management therefore the multifaceted contributions by authors from different parts of the world will offer both a research and
management perspective of luxury marketing and deliver a concentrated body of knowledge with contributions from diverse elements

Developing Successful Global Strategies for Marketing Luxury Brands
2021-03-26

in recent times the advent of new technologies the concerns about sustainability and the new tastes of the youngest generations of luxury consumers have affected the
traditional dynamics of the luxury goods markets these emerging issues have caused significant changes in the marketing of luxury goods sustainable development is
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not a new practice in the luxury market but is of increasing importance the real challenge is for luxury companies to overcome the residual corporate social responsibility
perspective to embrace a real integration of environmental ethical and social concerns into the corporate strategy integrated output and sustainable processes the
introduction of non financial reporting as operational practice and a new orientation to circular economy practices are emerging issues that still today request for a
deeper exploration both on the academic and managerial point of view digitalization is another relevant issue that is reshaping the business model of luxury companies
big data blockchain omnichannel experience and digital customer experience represent the main digital challenges that luxury brand companies are facing nowadays
luxury brands must keep up with these digital demands and sustainability concerns to maintain their position in the global market developing successful global strategies
for marketing luxury brands upgrades the most relevant theoretical frameworks and empirical research about the marketing of luxury goods this book is focused on
contemporary issues affecting luxury industries such as digital transformation blockchain big data analytics innovation processes sustainable development changes in
luxury consumers behavior integration between physical and online channels and the development of social media marketing strategies chapters will cover areas of
marketing management buyer behavior and international business creating a multidisciplinary approach for this book this book is ideal for scholars local government
agencies and public bodies managers luxury business owners along with practitioners stakeholders researchers academicians and students who are interested in
emerging issues affecting the luxury market such as sustainability and digital transformation

Luxury Retail Management
2012-01-13

noted experts offer invaluable insights into the glamorous world of luxury retail luxury retail management is your gold plated ticket to the glamorous world of luxury
retail defining all the tools that are necessary to manage luxury stores from the analysis of location and design concept to the selection training and motivation of the
staff the book covers everything you need to know to enter expand understand and succeed in the world of luxury retail reaching the luxury customer is no longer the
domain of the exclusive salon the global luxury market boom and the phenomenal growth of luxury stores now views the retail sector as key to driving brand profitability
in dealing with this rapid change luxury brands have experienced a steep learning curve and accumulated bags of retail expertise and while some of the luxury retail
rules and models in this book are exclusive to the luxury market many have lessons for the whole retail sector examines the essential aspects of luxury customer
relationship management personal sales and the customer experience delves into the sophisticated business models that luxury brands have developed based on a mix
of directly operated stores and wholesale covers the management essentials distribution location design merchandising pricing brand promotion and the management
agenda for success written by respected experts michel chevalier and michel gutsatz who lend their solid academic credentials and professional expertise to the subject
luxury retail management asks and answers the questions that retail professionals need to understand in order to thrive in the luxury market

Global Luxury Trends
2012-12-04
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the rise of emerging market luxury brands digital and online innovations and growth in consumption globally has opened the doors for seasoned luxury houses and new
players to expand their horizons this book charts the trends that are shaping the luxury industry particularly the rise of the luxury industry in asia and emerging markets

An Investigation of Customers’ Behavior and Subtle Luxury Market Evolution in China
2014-03-27

document from the year 2014 in the subject business economics offline marketing and online marketing language english abstract the luxury brand industry in china is
still growing despite the global recession it is hard to imagine that exclusive labels were once the preserve of the european aristocracy that a mere few decades ago
these beautifully crafted pieces of clothing and accessories were perfectly for the pleasure and adornment of an oriental developing country this report will be examining
the behavior of upper middle class and subtle luxury market evolution in china with a range of finding presented as consumers react to wider choice faster changing
fashion luxury brand must adjust its strategies in order to gain insights into how to be competitive in the new chinese market the part begins with an interview result
which indicates key strategy and business opportunity in long term this is followed by three objectives and discussion of the particular emphasis to support the aim it
also presents the methodology and an elaborate secondary research which included relevant csr study and an analysis of gucci s inhumane working condition within
china market recommendation is able to performance finally with consideration

Made in Italy and the Luxury Market
2023-05-05

made in italy holds a highly significant position in the global luxury market as an economic cultural and social phenomenon and the textbook example of the country of
origin effect whilst in the past luxury was conceptualized as an exclusive benefit of the few it is now a highly diversified ecosystem with disruptive challenges to its
identity and authenticity led by new customer segments this book through an analysis of diverse cases answers the key issues in the industry of the new made in italy
luxury with a particular focus on sustainability the book provides an in depth view into luxury made in italy from historical roots heritage and tradition to major forces of
change and innovative entrepreneurial adaptations in the 21st century it situates made in italy in the broader global context of change with regards to the call for
sustainable manufacturing and consumption written by an international pool of academics and experts in luxury brand management the book presents a series of case
studies to explore how the industry is responding to new consumer expectations and demand to maintain competitive advantage this unique collection will be of interest
for academics scholars and upper level students across the fields of luxury management and marketing brand management consumer behavior as well as sustainability
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The Business of Luxury
2015-02-16

luxury has been fascinating humanity for millennia and it seems that it will continue to do so in the future as we can see in developed countries with populations living in
relative affluence luxury takes different forms becoming less materialistic when people already own a house two cars and a boat but now crave wellness treatments and
more recreational time however luxury will always have a material aspect as embodied by beautiful products made from exclusive materials by skilled artisans with an
eye for detail one way or another luxury is big business and an important economic factor all over the world especially in switzerland a country with few natural
resources to speak of but a wealth of knowledge when it comes to services e g hotel management and the manufacture of exclusive products such as watches textiles
and of course chocolate to name just a few indeed a significant proportion of swiss gdp comes from the production of luxury goods which are exported all over the world
in this publication we examine the phenomenon of luxury ist roots and ist economic impact both globally and in switzerland you will learn more about global luxury
markets well known and niche market players as well as major trends shaping the definition of luxury and the management and marketing of luxury brands in the future

Luxury China
2011-09-02

a guide to reaching and profiting from china s expanding luxury consumer class china s growing consumer base and expanding economy means more disposable income
for more chinese citizens the chinese market for luxury goods is expected to expand from 2 billion this year to nearly 12 billion by 2015 today s biggest global luxury
goods retailers expect china to make up a large and ever growing portion of their customers and those businesses are responding with new stores and investments in
china luxury china gives readers particularly professionals in advertising marketing and the luxury brands industry a deep look into the future of the chinese luxury
goods market and shows them how to tap into china s tremendous market potential

The Luxury Market in India
2012-08-29

a window into the highly complex indian luxury market providing strategies to guide brands in entering this high potential market and capturing the luxury rupee sets out
to uncover strategies that will help to avoid market failure and leverage opportunities to win in india
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Luxury the Chinese Way
2016-04-08

china s love for luxury is not a phenomenon brought on by the contemporary luxury market but has been a part of chinese culture and history for generations the
chinese luxury industry is again re emerging along modern cultural and socio economic contexts and is taking the market by storm luxury the chinese way identifies the
main strengths and opportunities associated with the chinese luxury market explains the influence of chinese characteristics on its development and mode of operations
and reflects on the challenges associated with diverse consumption orientations using references from the fields and real life data this book provides a comprehensive
overview on china s innovation in luxury and is an important contribution to the study of the phenomenon that is the global luxury industry

The Road to Luxury
2021-10-26

discover the meaning of the latest trends in the luxury industry with this resource from leading voices in the field the thoroughly revised second edition of the road to
luxury the new frontiers in luxury brand management delivers a comprehensive overview of the foundations of and new developments in luxury brands the book
discusses a new wave of mergers and acquisitions the rise of gucci the growth of balenciaga a variety of new collaborations between different companies a growing
support for sustainability and the covid 19 pandemic readers will also benefit from the inclusion of an insightful analysis of the impact and meaning of the covid 19 for
the luxury industry particularly for market growth in china the creation of savoir faire and business plan competitions in the luxury industry lvmh s sponsoring of viva
technology perfect for students in mba programs or taking degrees or courses in luxury brand management the road to luxury will also earn a place in the libraries of
executives and managers in the luxury business marketing branding and advertising professionals and companies and entrepreneurs interested in the workings of the
luxury industry

Luxury the Chinese Way
2016

china s love for luxury is not a phenomenon brought on by the contemporary luxury market but has been a part of chinese culture and history for generations the
chinese luxury industry is again re emerging along modern cultural and socio economic contexts and is taking the market by storm luxury the chinese way identifies the
main strengths and opportunities associated with the chinese luxury market explains the influence of chinese characteristics on its development and mode of operations
and reflects on the challenges associated with diverse consumption orientations using references from the fields and real life data this book provides a comprehensive
overview on china s innovation in luxury and is an important contribution to the study of the phenomenon that is the global luxury industry
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Luxury Brands in Emerging Markets
2014-03-07

this book is an invaluable repository of knowledge that brings clarity to key issues and trends for practitioners academics and students of luxury brands it sets out to
decode the luxury markets in the primary emerging markets brics and provide a rich resume of the key factors that influence the effectiveness of luxury brand strategies

The Bling Dynasty
2014-10-13

why the luxury market s fate rests in chinese wallets the media has negatively focused on the chinese political administration clamping down on gifting observers have
come to doubt the strength of chinese consumption as the key driver for luxury the bling dynasty illustrates how doubts about chinese consumption are ill founded and
chinese luxury demand is on the cusp of becoming dominant this book contains the research and expert views companies need to understand and address the new
challenges posed by this dominance each chapter brings a different perspective covering complex aspects of luxury consumption with illustrations and real world
examples that support the research readers will gain insights through interviews with brand executives retailers experts and consumers as an economic heavyweight
china is fast realizing its role in the luxury market chinese consumers should be accounting for more than a third of the global luxury market today and half if not more in
ten year s time the bling dynasty runs counter to the conventional wisdom that expanding sectors become more global luxury is actually becoming over dependent on
chinese sales readers will understand how western brands developed in asia and the challenges they are met with notably ubiquity learn why chinese are purchasing
luxury items abroad and what it means for the future of the sector gain insights on why there are no chinese luxury brands challenging western models realize that
chinese consumers are becoming similar to their american peers and that luxury competition goes way beyond pre conceptions china s big spenders are increasingly
mobile and this is affecting key markets the bling dynasty provides new research and a comprehensive look at the booming business of luxury and the chinese wallet

Brand Management and Marketing of Luxury Goods
2014

the marketing of luxury brands is a highly complex and difficult task and differs strongly from the management of ordinary brands at the heart of the difficulty lies a
paradox to increase sales and at the same time to preserve exclusivity a luxury brand has to be anchored in the heads of as many people as possible and be desired but
it must remain inaccessible to most of them the more a luxury brand or good gets actually purchased the more it loses ist aura of exclusivity ist attractiveness and ist
dream value the purpose of this book is to analyze the specificities of the management and marketing of luxury brands in comparison to ordinary brands the analysis will
mainly focus on the four elements of the marketing mix namely product place price and promotion a detailed analysis of the four elements will disclose the particularities
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of luxury brands and present the requirements of successful luxury brand management which is able to overcome the difficulties resulting from the mentioned paradox

The Effects of the Economic Crisis on the Luxury Brand Market
2015-06-11

research paper postgraduate from the year 2014 in the subject business economics offline marketing and online marketing language english abstract luxury represents a
product category that seemingly was able to weather the storm of financial and economic crisis hitting global markets in 2008 better than could be expected in this
scientific essay the author angela alunni credits two main factors for this trend successful luxury companies cater to the emerging markets of the nouveau riches which
are at the center of nurturing the demand for these goods internationalization provides the financial and managerial framework for these italian companies while not
betraying the essence of the luxury concept per se the portrayal of the bulgari case highlights these strategies and at the same time points to the challenges that the
luxury industry made in italy has to face as a whole

Marketing Luxury Services
2023-04-26

this textbook discusses luxury marketing management considering the broader range of decisions related to the complexities of offering luxury as services placing a
strong emphasis on strategy as well as positioning and the market it focuses on the challenges in luxury related to the traditional 4 ps products place promotion and
price in addition applying the service dominant logic to luxury management in relation to the other 4 ps in marketing decisions people process panorama and
productivity the text opens with an exploration the history and evolution of the concept and definition of luxury and the effect upon the practice of luxury marketing
today concluding with an overview of the contemporary luxury market description of the main players and relevant industry trends it then discusses marketing strategies
as applied to the luxury market including market identification brand communication product positioning pricing flow of goods foreign market entry and more with
contributions from luxury marketing practitioners to offer practical knowledge as well as real world cases studies this textbook will equip students with a comprehensive
understanding of marketing in the luxury industry and the tools necessary to be successful in the management of luxury brands

The Management of Luxury
2018-06-03

examine luxury branding on a global scale with more than fifty cutting edge contributions from the foremost thought leaders in luxury management and marketing the
management of luxury second edition presents a unique snapshot of best practice insights into the increasing challenges faced in luxury business with contributions
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shared by more than fifty global leaders on luxury management the highly renowned editors draw these together into one essential handbook ranging from luxury brand
strategy luxury consumer behaviour and market positioning through to management succession heritage counterfeiting and competing effectively as a luxury sme fully
updated in its second edition the management of luxury explores the newly evolving direction of asian market trends and how to integrate digitalization into sales and
product strategies both are crucial for competitive advantage in the luxury market featured alongside iconic case studies such as burberry louis vuitton and leica the
book s value is not only in streamlining management processes and return on investment but equally for those who marvel at an industry unlike any other striving to
trust both in the conventional and innovate new paths towards the extraordinary highly influential applicable and enlightening it is a vital addition to every luxury
business manager s collection

Luxury and Fashion Marketing
2020-12-06

the globalization of the world s markets has forced luxury brands to in turn become global and accessible in many developing countries and emerging markets as a
result the demand for these luxury products has increased globally creating a need for an education in luxury that acknowledges the global perspective yet at the same
time incorporates subtle regional nuances into luxury and fashion marketing keeping this global and regional perspective luxury and fashion marketing the global
perspective examines the elements of luxury marketing that contribute to superior luxury brand performance specifically this volume focuses on mission statements
logos airport retailing franchising challenges in luxury marketing fashion relating to politics environment and beachwear and case studies on luxury brands and emerging
markets luxury and fashion marketing the global perspective is unique in that it is written in a simple and engaging style to explain the theories and concepts of luxury in
relation to the ordinary in the global context each chapter has to do activities making the book essential reading for students trainers and practitioners interested in
luxury and fashion marketing and management

Retail Market Study 2016
2016-03-01

the retail market study 2016 of the location group is the one and only study of its kind with 155 of the most notable international cities of the fashion and retail world on
more than 1 000 pages over 1 300 retailers 1 030 shopping streets and 550 shopping malls were analyzed so far the study reached more than 300 000 readers
worldwide
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Luxury Brand Management
2008-03-31

a fascinating and comprehensive examination of the different dimensions of luxury management in various sectors this is a powerful book for marketers advertisers and
brand managers in understanding the intricacies of the luxury market how it is designed defined and divined written by the authors of pro logo this book sets the
benchmark for luxury brand management

The Luxury Market in India
2012-08-29

a window into the highly complex indian luxury market providing strategies to guide brands in entering this high potential market and capturing the luxury rupee sets out
to uncover strategies that will help to avoid market failure and leverage opportunities to win in india

Advances in Luxury Brand Management
2017-09-21

presenting some of the most significant research on the modern understanding of luxury this edited collection of articles from the journal of brand management explores
the complex relationships consumers tie with luxury and the unique characteristics of luxury brand management covering the segmentation of luxury consumers
worldwide the specificity of luxury management the role of sustainability for luxury brands and major insights from a customer point of view advances in luxury brand
management is essential reading for upper level students as well as scholars and discerning practitioners

Digital Channels and Social Media Management in Luxury Markets
2017-11-23

in recent years luxury goods markets have faced significant changes that have influenced both the dynamics of the competition as well as their strategies the principal
changes include the following new geographical market development such as in the far east india and some parts of africa these countries are added to a list of already
relevant countries that are involved in luxury goods consumption such as the emirates russia and south america diffusion of new media and new technologies in
communication which is characterized by a high degree of interaction the evolution of distribution channels is underway these channels are moving towards new forms
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of integration that utilize both physical digital channels this has forced firms to revise their strategies and implement multichannel marketing strategies to continue to
operate in increasingly international markets that are characterized by increasingly more demanding and informed consumers this book will enable readers to gain a
clear insight into how the luxury goods market operates and amongst other things focuses on recent internet and social media strategies adopted by luxury companies
and their brands how luxury companies manage their communication and distribution channels to compete in the market and the impact of digital marketing on their
competition the main models of direct and indirect distribution in the digital channels how consumers react to multichannel strategies trends social commerce and csr
and how luxury companies react identifying the different social media strategies for luxury companies

Rethinking Luxury
2017

asia ethics and everything digital are the future of the luxury industry but what does that mean in practice for managers and marketers what is the best way to do
business in china how can a business ensure customers talk about a sustainable line of products should brands invite more bloggers than journalists to their next runway
show do they really need more retail locations or should they shift focus to e commerce how do luxury businesses engage the next generation of critical informed and
digital savvy customers with a brand and then command their loyalty it s time to rethink how to market luxury products and services

International Luxury Brand Strategy
2021-11-21

this book looks at luxury brand management and strategy from theory to practice and presents new theoretical models and solutions for how to create and develop a
worldwide luxury brand in the twenty first century the book gives an overview of how a luxury brand is created through the understanding and application of economic
rules and through firms adopting new management models across multiple business dimensions it also explains the application of theories and models and illustrates
specific issues through case studies drawn from international markets such as china and france the chinese cases provide unique opportunities and insights into how
these new luxury brands were created and how they have benefited from the international market over time from the international brand management perspective this
book is a useful reference for anyone who wants to learn more about luxury brand management and to better understand how the international market has evolved and
how products may change the rules of the game

New Luxury Management
2017-01-12
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presenting a vision of the luxury sector and its management this edited book describes the new luxury through a comprehensive view of the value chain from concept to
market the authors argue that the main characteristics of luxury are linked to specific resources and competencies found throughout the value chain and that value is a
result of the interaction between the brand and stakeholders and more precisely with their clients taking an interdisciplinary approach new luxury management
encompasses both strategic and functional aspects of luxury management providing innovative solutions to the successful creation and management of value across the
organization from leadership human resources financial management marketing and economic perspectives

Brand Management and Marketing of Luxury Goods
2012-02

master s thesis from the year 2011 in the subject business economics marketing corporate communication crm market research social media grade 1 3 university of
applied sciences neu ulm language english abstract luxury as is the case with most abstract notions has a somewhat floating and mercurial character it has undergone
considerable changes during the last centuries kapferer 2008 lasslop 2005 valtin 2008 and there are good reasons for supposing that the concept will be subject to
changes in the future as well luxury finds its expression in tangible products or services and there is a huge industry which caters to the needs of those who can afford
the ultimate in price and quality we will try and analyse the ways and means with which luxury goods succeed in finding or defending their position in this highly
competitive market strauss 2011 online in order to better understand the concept of luxury in our time it is useful to highlight some historical and economic factors
which have contributed to the shaping of our present day perception without attempting an in depth historical or sociological analysis

Luxury Marketing, Sustainability and Technology
2023-06-09

luxury marketing sustainability and technology explores how new technologies sustainability and relationship marketing impact and change the future of luxury brand
management whilst the luxury industry is experiencing exponential growth further research is vital to improve knowledge and understand how luxury management
operates in the new age of marketing through a range of empirical and theoretical contributions this book offers clear insights into relationship marketing and luxury
management it examines the growth of luxury marketing strategies for luxury brands advertising and communication of luxury brands ai and disruptive technology in
luxury marketing and sustainability and pro environmental luxury all the chapters close with practical summaries and recommendations for businesses practice this book
is a useful reference for scholars and postgraduate researchers across luxury management and marketing including those interested in international marketing social
media marketing and fashion management as well as innovation management and sustainability
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Proceedings of the 2022 4th International Conference on Economic Management and Cultural
Industry (ICEMCI 2022)
2023-01-13

this is an open access book 2022 4th international conference on economic management and cultural industry icemci 2022 to be held in chongqing online on october 14
16 2022 as the leader of the global trend of scientific and technological innovation china is constantly creating a more open scientific and technological innovation
environment expanding the depth and breadth of academic cooperation and building a shared innovation community these efforts are making new contributions to
globalization and building a community with a shared future for mankind icemci aims to bring together innovative academics and industry experts in economic
management and cultural industry into a common forum we will discuss and research on areas such as international economics and trade sustainable economic
development economic statistics economic policy the impact of cultural industries on the economy etc icemci 2022 also aims to provide a platform for experts scholars
engineers technicians and technology r d personnel to share scientific research results and cutting edge technologies understand academic development trends expand
research ideas strengthen academic research and discussion and promote cooperation in the industrialization of academic achievements with the theme economic
management and cultural industry icemci 2022 aspires to keeping up with advances and changes to a consistently morphing field leading researchers and industry
experts from around the globe will be presenting the latest studies through papers keynote speeches and oral presentations we warmly invite you to participate in icemci
2022 and look forward to seeing you in chongqing

Fashion and Its Multi-Cultural Facets
2019-01-04

this volume was first published by inter disciplinary press in 2014 fashion is multi faceted in its inclusion of people places and products how people dress and adorn
themselves reflect their space their time and their innovators this collection of essays reflects the changing world of fashion from historic topics of change to new fashion
places to new media outlets for fashion communication and to critical issues related to comfort ethics and innovation the authors examine familiar names of fashion like
coco chanel and tim walker and introduce us to new names like ann lowe tommaso cecchi de rossi and warwick freeman the contributors to this collection represent a
variety of places africa asia australia europe and north america and share their observations studies and experiences from the perspective of their cultural backgrounds
and disciplines

The Luxury Economy and Intellectual Property
2015-08-26
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intellectual property law plays a pivotal role in ensuring that luxury goods companies can recoup their investments in the creation and dissemination of their copyrighted
works trademarked logos and patented designs in 2011 global sales for luxury goods reached about 250 billion and consumers in east and southeast asia accounted for
more than 50 percent of that figure the rapid expansion of the market has prompted some retailers to wield intellectual property against the influx of imitators and
counterfeiters the luxury economy and intellectual property comprehensively explores the rise of the luxury goods economy and the growing role of intellectual property
in creating sustaining and regulating this economy leading scholars across various disciplines critically consider the industry its foundational intellectual property laws
and the public interest and social concerns arising from the intersection of economics and law topics covered include defining the concept of luxury the social life of
luxury goods concerns about distributive justice in a world flooded by luxury goods and knockoffs the globalization of luxury goods and the economic social and political
ramifications of the meteoric rise of the asian luxury goods market

Luxury Tourism
2020-10-31

over the past two decades through unprecedented levels of prosperity and changing values luxury tourism has transformed into a new consumption pattern this book
analyzes the topic in detail with contributions from both recognized scientists and prominent executives in the luxury business it shows how the concept of luxury has
shifted from material to immaterial dimensions and outlines new trends that will shape the luxury market in the future the content includes carefully selected leading
examples from the most important segments of the tourism market along with concrete recommendations and best practices sharing unique insights the book is a must
read for those working in the tourism industry as well as lecturers and university students of tourism

Handbook of Research on Global Fashion Management and Merchandising
2016-05-03

innovation and novel leadership strategies have aided the successful growth of the fashion industry around the globe however as the dynamics of the industry are
constantly changing a deficit can emerge in the overall comprehension of industry strategies and practices the handbook of research on global fashion management and
merchandising explores the various facets of effective management procedures within the fashion industry featuring research on entrepreneurship operations
management marketing business modeling and fashion technology this publication is an extensive reference source for practitioners academics researchers and
students interested in the dynamics of the fashion industry
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Contemporary Case Studies on Fashion Production, Marketing and Operations
2017-12-04

this book adopts a case study based research approach to examine the contemporary issues in the fashion industry it documents real world practices in fashion business
from production marketing to operations founded on an extensive review of literature these case studies discuss the challenges that are pertinent to the current
business environment in this important industry provide benchmarks and generate insights to practitioners as well as suggest future directions to researchers the book
serves as a nexus of the theories and the industrial practices that advances knowledge for both the academia and the private sector in fashion business
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